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Compagnie Centrale de réassurance

A.M. Best Assigns Ratings to Compagnie Centrale de Réassurance
A.M. Best Co. has assigned a financial strength rating of B+ (Good) and issuer credit rating of “bbb-”
to Compagnie Centrale de Réassurance (CCR) (Algeria). The outlook for both ratings is stable.

ADVERTISEMENT

A.M. Best Downgrades Ratings of West Bend Mutual Insurance Company
A.M. Best Co. has downgraded the financial strength rating (FSR) to A (Excellent ) from A+ (Superior)
and issuer credit rating (ICR) to “a+” from “aa-” of West Bend Mutual Insurance Company (West
Bend) (West Bend, WI). The outlook has been revised to stable from negative.
A.M. Best Removes Ratings of Aseguradora Mundial, S.A. From Under Review
A.M. Best Co. has removed from under review with developing implications and affirmed the financial
strength rating of A- (Excellent) and the issuer credit rating of “a-” of Aseguradora Mundial, S.A.
(Mundial) (Panama). The outlook assigned to both ratings is stable.
A.M. Best Revises Outlook to Negative for American Agricultural Insurance Company
A.M. Best Co. has revised the outlook to negative from stable and affirmed the financial strength
rating of A (Excellent) and issuer credit rating of “a” of American Agricultural Insurance Company
(American Ag) (Indianapolis, IN).
A.M. Best Revises Outlook to Stable for T.H.E. Insurance Company
A.M. Best Co. has revised the outlook to stable from positive and affirmed the financial strength rating
(FSR) of A- (Excellent) and issuer credit rating (ICR) of “a-” of T.H.E. Insurance Company (T.H.E.)
(headquartered in Treasure Island, FL).
A.M. Best Withdraws Ratings of Hereford Insurance Company
A.M. Best Co. has affirmed the financial strength rating (FSR) of C++ (Marginal) and issuer credit
rating (ICR) of “b” of Hereford Insurance Company (Hereford) (Long Island City, NY). The outlook for
both ratings is stable. Concurrently, A.M. Best has withdrawn the ratings at the company’s request
and assigned an NR-4 (Company Request) to the FSR and an “nr” to the ICR.
Workers' Compensation
Oklahoma Bill Would Allow State Agencies an Alternative to CompSource
Oklahoma state agencies would be permitted to purchase workers' compensation insurance on the
open market instead of the state-backed provider under legislation now before the state Senate.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LONDON, JULY 18, 2012
A.M. Best Europe – Rating Services Limited has affirmed the financial strength rating of B+ (Good)
and issuer credit rating of “bbb-” of Compagnie Centrale de Réassurance (CCR) (Algeria). The
outlook for both ratings is stable.
The ratings reflect CCR’s strong local business profile, good risk-adjusted capitalisation and solid
underwriting performance. Offsetting rating factors include a high degree of geographic concentration
in terms of business origination and investments and an enterprise risk management (ERM)
programme that, despite progress achieved in 2011, is in the early stage of development.
In A.M. Best’s opinion, CCR has a strong domestic business position as Algeria’s national reinsurer.
A.M. Best believes that this leading position has been further strengthened in 2011 as the volume of
business written by the company has benefited from the September 2010 change that increased the
rate of compulsory cession to CCR to 50% (from 5% or 10%, depending on the type of risks).
As a result of this development, together with a successful growth of business originated abroad,
CCR’s gross written premiums have increased by about 38% in 2011 to DZD 13.5 billion.
CCR’s technical result remained solid in 2011 and improved to DZD 1.3 billion. This improvement
resulted from the significant increase in gross written premiums, whilst the company managed to
maintain a good technical profitability, with a combined ratio of 74%. In addition to a sound technical
performance, CCR’s 2011 record profit of DZD 1.8 billion was also driven by an increased investment
income of DZD 941.3 million (against DZD 518.8 million in 2010), mainly due to a large dividend
payment received from one of its participations.
CCR’s risk-adjusted capitalisation benefited from its 2011 solid results and remained good despite
the significant increase in its net premiums written. Going forward, A.M. Best expects the company’s
capital levels to remain supportive of its current rating level, notably as a result of a contained
dividend policy with a pay-out ratio that A.M. Best expects to remain below 20%.
The ratings also factor in the country risk of Algeria, which is classified as Tier 5 by A.M. Best, where
CCR operates and originated 94% of its gross written premiums in 2011. Furthermore, although
acknowledging the progress made on it in 2011, A.M. Best views CCR’s ERM framework as being at
an early stage of development and expects the company to maintain its efforts to improve it in the
next few years.
Upward rating movement could occur if A.M. Best were to positively revise its current evaluation of
Algeria’s country risk tier or if the company were to demonstrate a controlled diversification of its
business profile through international growth combined with a strong technical performance.
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Downward rating pressure could occur if CCR’s plan to increase its international business were to
impact its technical fundamentals or if the country risk of Algeria as assessed by A.M. Best were to
deteriorate.
The methodology used in determining these ratings is Best’s Credit Rating Methodology, which
provides a comprehensive explanation of A.M. Best’s rating process and contains the different rating
criteria employed in the rating process. Key criteria utilised include “Understanding BCAR for
Property/Casualty Insurers”; “Evaluating Country Risk”; and “Risk Management and the Rating
Process for Insurance Companies”. Best’s Credit Rating Methodology can be found at
www.ambest.com/ratings/methodology.
In accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 1060/2009, the following is a link to required
disclosures: A.M. Best Europe - Rating Services Limited Supplementary Disclosure.
A.M. Best Europe – Rating Services Limited is a subsidiary of A.M. Best Company. Founded in
1899, A.M. Best Company is the world's oldest and most authoritative insurance rating and
information source.
View a list of companies related to this press release. The list will include Best's Ratings along with
links to additional company specific information including related news and reports.
A.M. Best’s credit ratings are independent and objective opinions, not statements of fact. A.M. Best is not an Investment Advisor, does
not offer investment advice of any kind, nor does the company or its Ratings Analysts offer any form of structuring or financial advice.
A.M. Best’s credit opinions are not recommendations to buy, sell or hold securities, or to make any other investment decisions.
A.M. Best receives compensation for interactive rating services provided to organizations that it rates. A.M. Best may also receive
compensation from rated entities for non-rating related services or products offered by A.M. Best. A.M. Best does not offer consulting
or advisory services. For more information regarding A.M. Best’s rating process, including handling of confidential (non-public)
information, independence, and avoidance of conflicts of interest, please read the A.M. Best Code of Conduct.
A.M. Best Company and its subsidiaries are not registered as External Credit Assessment Institutions (ECAI) in the European Union
(EU). Credit ratings issued by A.M. Best Company and its subsidiaries can not be used for regulatory purposes in the EU as per
Directive 2006/48/EC. View our entire notice for complete details.
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